SunStopper Shade Systems provide
you with a range of on-demand solar
shading products to fit virtually
any budget. We offer unsurpassed
value on custom made products
that will add charm and style to

your home.

your home.
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The Shade retractable awning is designed to provide
quality solar protection that is both functional and
affordable. This shading system features 100% acrylic
fabric in a variety of colors and comes in 3 popular sizes.
The Shade includes white or sand aluminum framework
and stainless steel fasteners for years of trouble-free
service. Two stainless steel arm cables and internal arm
springs keep the Shade’s fabric taut when extended.
The Shade can be mounted on most homes and has an
optional protective hood. This unit is available as hand
crank manual operation, or for maximum convenience
can be motorized.

The Shadow offers you more customization to
create a retractable awning that is crafted to fit
your needs. The Shadow’s rugged, European
designed frame construction will provide lasting
beauty for years to come. The Shadow is available
at two fabric pricing levels, several frame color
finishes and a host of other unique product
features. This shading system can be mounted
on virtually any surface – on a wall, directly
under a soffit or on the roof (when extra height
is required). The Shadow can be produced to a
maximum of 32 feet wide by 11 feet 6 inches
in projection.
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The Silhouette is our premier model and offers
total customization to harmoniously blend with
your décor. You select from Sunbrella’s wide
color palette of 100% solution dyed, marine
grade fabrics to express your design needs. The
Silhouette is available up to 40 feet wide and five
projection ranges up to 13 feet. The twin PVC
coated arm cables and internal cold wound, high
carbon arm springs exert almost 900 lbs of
outward force in each arm to provide you a
superior looking awning that is designed to last.
The Silhouette offers a wide array of motor and
electronic options to complete your shading system.
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The Protective Hood
The optional aluminum, powder-coated SunStopper
hood is available on all models. The protective hood
matches the frame color and will greatly reduce the
elements from affecting your investment when retracted.
The protective hood is highly recommended for all roof
mounting and fascia (wall) mounting when no direct
overhead protection exists.

Optional Motorization
The way to maximize the effectiveness of your shading
system is to order it motorized, providing touch of a
button operation. The convenient remote allows you
to operate the unit within a 50’ range. One button press
will extend the awning and stop automatically at full
projection. You also have the option to stop the unit in
any position when full protection is not desired.

Fabrics
We use only 100% solution dyed acrylic fabrics which are
warranted from rot, mildew and excessive fading. We offer
the complete Sunbrella line of marine grade fabrics on the
Shadow and Silhouette models.
To prevent the seams from failing, we use Tenara thread by
Gore. In using this superior thread, the seams are warranted
for as long as the fabric.

Professional Installation
To provide safe and effective solar protection, proper
installation is required. Your SunStopper dealer will design
and install a shading system that fits both your budget and
needs. Correct installation will provide years of worry-free
on demand shading.
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Unit Comparison Highlights

Ask your dealer about extended factory warranties on the Shadow and Silhouette models.

The Shade
Width:
Projection:
Mounting:
Operation:
Fabric:
Frame:
Hood:

12’, 16’, 20’ only
10’2” only
wall, soffit, roof
manual or motorized
5 year warranty
white or sand
optional aluminum

The Shadow
Width:
Projection:
Mounting:
Operation:
Fabric:
Frame:
Hood:

up to 32’, in 1” increments
8’2”, 10’0”, 11’6”
wall, soffit, roof
manual or motorized
5/8 year warranty
white or sand
optional aluminum

The Silhouette
Width:
Projection:
Mounting:
Operation:
Fabric:
Frame:
Hood:

up to 40’, in 1 “ increments
6’7”, 8’2”, 10’0”, 11’6”, 13’0”
wall, soffit, roof
manual or motorized
8 year warranty
white, sand, brown
optional aluminum

